
Vulnerability Assessments involve a predominantly
automated process that is focused on searching for,
detecting, and categorising existing vulnerabilities
within a given system.  A JDS Security Vulnerability
Assessment provides a point-in-time analysis of the
level of risk and the degree of potential damage that

a specific exploit poses to an organisation.  
Vulnerability Assessments are recommended to be

conducted on a recurring basis, in order to develop a
Vulnerability Management Plan. 

 
 

JDS is CREST (International) certified as a penetration testing service provider, offering expert advice
and consulting for a range of security requirements. We utilise the latest globally recognised standards,

benchmarks and methodologies to ensure our tests and audits are relevant to today's security risks.
JDS uses proactive, detailed and industry-best practice threat intelligence to increase your

organisation's resilience against cyber threats, on time and on budget.
 

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
A JDS Cloud Security Assessment is a

comprehensive evaluation of an organisation's cloud
infrastructure to determine if the appropriate levels of

security have been implemented.
 We can identify vulnerabilities in the internal cloud

landscape, detect potential risks, and discover
evidence of prior exploitation.  

Carrying out a holistic analysis of your cloud
environment can significantly reduce the potential of

a breach, and improve overall resilience.

CLOUD SECURITY ASSESSMENT

CYBER SECURITY ASSESSMENTS

SYSTEM SECURITY AUDIT
A System Security Audit reviews the performance and controls of an organisation's operational system.  By

assessing the overall health of your system, you can help to protect your customers' and employees'
personal data, company financial information, and other vulnerable access points within your internal

environment.  A methodical System Security Audit should be carried out periodically to ensure that no gaps
exist within your IT systems and security programme.
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Established in 2003, JDS Australia delivers specialist services in
a set of technologies and capabilities that ensure critical IT

systems work.
 

JDS focuses on IT Monitoring (Observability), Security, Service
Management, Quality Assurance and Automation as areas that

enterprises and government departments need to increase the
value of their investments. With an entirely local team of 100+

employees, JDS has the trusted skills and experience to ensure
IT works and Australian business carries on.

 


